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Today’s Topics

Benefits of 
using 

presentations

Important 
considerations

Goals and 
ideas/examples 

for each age 
level



Benefits of Presentations

• builds confidence

• increases fluency

• enhances overall communicative skills

• normalizes sharing of ideas and 
opinions



Goal Over Time

Elementary School
Start with small, low-
stakes presentations

JHS
Build on foundation; 
begin academic style 

presentations 

SHS
Fine-tune academic-

focused 
presentations



Perfect pronunciation 
should not be a part of 

presentations.



Considerations

• focus = communicating ideas

• tie presentations to lesson content

• give students choice when possible

• address listening skills when possible

• don’t make topics too difficult if they’re not confident speakers

• include frequent presentations (casual and lower-stakes)



Focus on 
Communication

Rubric:

- Did you communicate ideas effectively?

- Was your pronunciation comprehensible?

- Was your grammar comprehensible?

- Was your volume and speed appropriate?



Tie to Lesson 
Content

• At the end of a lesson, include a 
small presentation

• Have already learned content, 
vocabulary, etc. and can focus on 
speaking

• Can show if they learned the 
material



Address 
Listening 
Skills

• give tasks to the listeners

• listening is not passive

Examples for listeners:

- What were the main ideas you heard?

- Summarize the presentation in one 
sentence.

- What was one important idea the 
student mentioned?



If students struggle with speaking 
and are given a difficult topic, it’s 

hard to know where they’re 
struggling. 

Balance Difficulty of Skills



Balance Difficulty of Skills

HARD

EASY



Balance Difficulty of Skills

HARD SPEAKING
ABILITY

EASY TOPIC



Balance Difficulty of Skills

HARD SPEAKING
ABILITY

EASY TOPIC

If students are 
struggling with 
speaking, use an 
easier topic.



Balance Difficulty of Skills

HARD SPEAKING TOPIC
ABILITY

EASY TOPIC SPEAKING
ABILITY

If students are 
struggling with 
speaking, use an 
easier topic.



Balance Difficulty of Skills

HARD SPEAKING TOPIC
ABILITY

EASY TOPIC SPEAKING
ABILITY

If students are 
struggling with 
speaking, use an 
easier topic.

Choose a more 
difficult topic if 
students feel 
confident in their 
speaking.



For example…

HARD SPEAKING TOPIC
ABILITY

EASY TOPIC: Favorite anime SPEAKING
character ABILITY



For example…

HARD SPEAKING TOPIC: energy efficiency
ABILITY in big cities 

EASY TOPIC: Favorite anime SPEAKING
character ABILITY



Increase Frequency of Presentations

With speaking, we want students to feel at ease.

Use smaller presentations more frequently.



Increase Frequency of Presentations

With speaking, we want students to feel at ease.

Use smaller presentations more frequently.

- reduces anxiety around presentations

- increases comfortability

- easier to grade if focus is small



Elementary School 
Presentation Goals

For students to…

- to become comfortable 
speaking

- to share ideas and opinions

- to enjoy speaking English

- to show what they’ve learned

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Show_and_tell_(education)
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Elementary School 
Presentation Ideas

- show-and-tell

- skits

- how-to talks

- ties to the lesson 

- FlipGrid

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Show_and_tell_(education)
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Show-and-Tell

Students bring something from home.

- describe the item

- tell why it’s important to them / why they like 
it

(Can do on FlipGrid)



Show-and-Tell 

(Topic-Based)

Lesson Topic: food / 
adjectives

Show-and-Tell 
Assignment:

Bring a picture of your 
favorite food. Tell us 

about it using the 
adjectives we learned.

Rubric:
•Were you on topic?
•Did you describe it using 

appropriate adjectives?
•Did you speak loudly enough?



Rubric

🙃🙃 🙂🙂 😀😀
On-topic

Used 
Adjectives 
from Class

Spoke 
loudly 
enough

1-1.5 
minutes



Junior HS 
Presentation Goals

For students…

- to be comfortable speaking English 

- to begin to present about academic 
topics

- to organize their presentations

- to show what they’ve learned

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Separation_anxiety
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Junior HS 
Presentation Goals

• tie them to the content of your book

• encourage topics for students to share 
opinions

• utilize group presentations

• begin teaching how to organize a 
presentation

• use basic rubrics

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Separation_anxiety
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Group Presentation: 
Recyling

Assignment: Create a TV advertisement for your ward describing new 
recycling initiatives.

Rubric:
1) Were your ideas appropriate and on-topic?
2) Were the ideas clearly presented (organized)?
3) Was your volume and speed appropriate?
4) Did each group member have an equal part?
5) Was it within the time limits?



Rubric

Room for Improvement Good Excellent

Ideas were 
appropriate / on-
topic

Some ideas were off-topic or 
disjointed.

Ideas were mostly 
appropriate and on-topic.

Ideas showed 
excellent critical 
thinking.

Ideas were clear 
and organized

Hard to follow or unclear 
ideas.

Had basic intro, body, 
conclusion but may have 
missed transitions.

Strong organization 
and flow. Ideas very 
clearly expressed.

Volume + Speed 
appropriate

Too fast/too slow. Many parts 
difficult to hear or were too 
loud.

Mostly good pace and 
volume.

Well-practiced with 
even pace and 
volume.

Members had 
equal parts

Very unequally divided. Some unequal division of 
parts.

Equally divided 
among all members.

5-7 minutes >5 min or 7< min. Between 5-7 minutes.



Senior HS 
Presentation Goals

For students…

- to fine-tune their presentation skills

- to increase the difficulty of presentation 
topics

- to add more academic topics (i.e. poster 
sessions)

- to show what they’ve learned

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

http://2017.igem.org/Team:UAlberta/Engagement
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Senior HS 
Presentation Goals

• tie to content in the book

• utilize group presentations

• poster presentation

• present on a paper they’ve 
written

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

http://2017.igem.org/Team:UAlberta/Engagement
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Virtual Poster 
Presentation

Assignment: 
To analyze the themes of race, class, and gender in a 
movie.



Rubric: Academic Poster

SLOs W62AC Can create a simple academic poster
W66AC Can use bullet points to summarize key points

Title
(2.5pts)

•Appropriate name for poster
•First and last name of presenter
•Appropriate formatting (capitalization, MLA)

Content
(10pts)

Your poster should include these sections:
•Historical, cultural and/or social background, if appropriate
•AMS Theme 1
•AMS Theme 2
•Appropriate details to support key ideas

Language

(12.5pts)

•Is in your own words (not plagiarized)
•Is clear and concise
•Uses short phrases (bullet points), not sentences
•Uses parallel structure (the same grammar for each bullet point)
•Uses accurate spelling and grammar

Layout
(10pts)

Layout
•Poster is organized and visually appealing
•Fonts are consistent and sized appropriately.
•Visuals are clear, relevant to topic, and sized and cropped 
appropriately
•Each section of the poster has a heading
•Sections are visually separate from one another

Citations
(10pts)

•Each image has a source provided
•All information from outside sources is cited
•Correctly formatted Works Cited list is included

Rubric: Poster Presentation on VoiceThread

SLOs S77AC – Can use a range of cohesive devices to structure an academic 
presentation

Content
(20pts)

Analysis
•VT analyzes film using two of the AMS topics
•A short summary of the film is provided, but the majority of the 
presentation focuses on analysis
•Setting (historical context) is provided if applicable
•Information presented from the film clearly demonstrates how 
characters are impacted by AMS themes

Cohesive devices
(10pts)

Organization
•VT is organized well
•A range of cohesive devices are used to connect ideas

Vocabulary
(5pts)

Academic jargon is used consistently and correctly throughout 
presentation

Grammar
(10pts)

5 = Nearly error-free
4 = A few errors, but they don’t impede comprehension
3 = More errors, but presentation is generally comprehensible
2 = Many and/or basic errors, some of which slightly impede 
comprehension, but the gist of the presentation is clear
0= Errors impede comprehension in several places.

Pronunciation, & 
Fluency

(5pts)

Pronunciation and Fluency
•Pronunciation does not detract from presentation
•Presentation is fluent
•Volume & speed are appropriate
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Conclusion

• The goal is to increase speaking ability, 
comfortability, and communication.

• Use authentic tasks and topics.

• Use lesson content to develop multiple skills.

• Give students the chance to form opinions.

• Develop listening skills.

• Start at their ability level and slowly give them 
new challenges.



Questions?



第１回：Communicative Grammar Teaching
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202008016990/

第２回：Teaching Writing: From Sentence to Paragraph
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202008227056/

第３回：How to Integrate Speaking into Your Lesson Planning
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202009057083/

第４回：Team Teaching Strategies for JTEs and ALTs
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202009187089/

第５回：Incorporating Critical Thinking into Your Classroom 
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202010037123/

第６回：How to Assess Speaking and Writing
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202010307182/

Previous 
Webinars 

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famericancenterjapan.com%2Fevent%2F202008016990%2F&data=02%7C01%7COchiaiYX%40state.gov%7C6dc441b61697475b849708d83846b376%7C66cf50745afe48d1a691a12b2121f44b%7C0%7C0%7C637321223597465386&sdata=pd5sq2HKhwNiTIlVjlleZ7KwkmqZC6z4FPQ6%2By5L7LY%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famericancenterjapan.com%2Fevent%2F202008227056%2F&data=02%7C01%7COchiaiYX%40state.gov%7C30ef24397561450405ad08d84800a91a%7C66cf50745afe48d1a691a12b2121f44b%7C0%7C0%7C637338514953366995&sdata=L77zifwm9JKx5GQdeAohCATTto1PXDlddLLVFdf3uRA%3D&reserved=0
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202009057083/
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202009187089/
https://americancenterjapan.com/event/202010037123/
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famericancenterjapan.com%2Fevent%2F202010307182%2F&data=04%7C01%7COchiaiYX%40state.gov%7C6c4132ba74f54c6c6fcf08d87efdcb04%7C66cf50745afe48d1a691a12b2121f44b%7C0%7C0%7C637398975777816241%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=10TFyiFcybZKCBnpdt7zU2i3yoGeZBEm2P7QDJS09yM%3D&reserved=0
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